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In an age of commercialised self-help books and gurus, it
may be risky to describe a seminal philosophical text such
as Baruch Spinoza’s Ethics as a sophisticated self-help book.
And yet, the Ethics fits squarely into the type of thinking
that is fueling the movement of practical philosophy, which
is intended to help people.  So without reducing Spinoza’s
Ethics to a new-age self-help menu promising inner peace
and tranquillity, I do think his Ethics provides insight and
wisdom that can empower philosophers and non-
philosophers alike.  In particular, I will argue that Spinoza’s
Ethics can be a valuable resource for parents whom today
face unprecedented challenges in raising children.

More specifically, the purpose of this paper is to show how
an understanding of Spinoza’s notion of intuition in the
context of family life can be useful for parents.  Intuition,
which he defines as “adequate knowledge of the essence of
things” is the crowning achievement of sound rational
thinking in Spinoza’s philosophical system (Spinoza, 1982,
p. 90).  As we flesh out what he means by “adequate
knowledge of the essence of things” we will see how his
understanding of intuition can provide guidance to parents
that are looking for, and need, a place to retreat to in order
to develop and maintain a healthy, wise and effective
relationship with their children.  But in order to make it
possible for parents to achieve the kind of intuition that
Spinoza speaks of, we will need to introduce the notion of
faith as part of the process that leads to intuition.  On the
surface, it would seem that faith is at odds with the very
basis of Spinoza’s project.  After all, Spinoza is a rationalist.
That means he relies on reason, not faith, for what we can
know and to discover what we need in life.  In fact, Spinoza
goes even further to demonstrate that sound rational
thought empowers human beings to live flourishing, free,
even “blessed” lives.  In a world that places ever-greater
burdens on families, a way to empower parents to feel
freedom is not only to be welcomed, it is necessary.  But the
difficulty of achieving the potential that Spinoza sees in
human beings requires more than reason.  It requires faith,
especially for parents who are enmeshed in daily burdens
and battles that go along with having children.  The faith
that I am introducing, however, is not a theological faith in
a mysterious and detached God, but a rich account of a
secular faith in our capacity to know, in what can be known,
and in the value of knowing what can be known.  Such a
faith is implicit in Spinoza’s Ethics, and to make the valuable
insights of his work most effective, we need to make this
faith explicit on the way to achieving the type of intuition
that can be useful for parents today.

Working Toward Intuition
Intuition has been an integral part of philosophical thought
since the beginning of Western philosophical inquiry more
than 2500 years ago.  Although the term is used with great
frequency today, there is no consensus as to what
constitutes an intuition or even if intuitions are real.  For

Aristotle, intuitive reason grasps the first principles on which
scientific inquiry and justification are built.  Intuition,
according to Aristotle, is an essential starting point in inquiry
and when it is combined with inferential justification it
constitutes philosophical wisdom. As a first principle of
knowledge, Aristotle does not think it is possible or necessary
to support of rationally justify intuitions.  They are self-
evident.  For Kant, space and time are intuitive orientations
of the mind that we always rely on in making sense of the
world.  Although we rarely explicitly think about space and
time, they provide us with a pre-rational understanding of,
or orientation toward, the world.  In doing so, the intuitions
of space and time serve as the basis of meaningful
perceptions and thoughts about the world.  In everything
we come to know about the world, the intuitions of space
and time are implied.  For both Aristotle and Kant, intuition
is a starting point for knowledge.  It is at the root or origin of
philosophical inquiry.  The intellect engages in inquiry in
order to make intuitions more explicit through rational
justification.

In the 20th century, as language became the focal point of
philosophy, thinkers such as Charles Sanders Peirce and
Ludwig Wittgenstein came to see a much less valuable
role for intuitions.  To them, there can be no ideas and
hence no knowledge without language.  And since
language can be articulated and shared through common
meanings and understanding, valid ideas and concepts
can always be justified over time.  In other words, there is
no first principle that stands as true without reference to
something else and, hence without some justification.
Therefore, there can be no private worlds, ideas, or
languages that remain inaccessible to others.  In Peirce’s
view, to speak of an intuition as a pre-rational orientation
toward the world or an inexplicable, unsupported first
principle of knowledge is to implicitly confess that one
has yet to fully understand the idea or has yet to find and
adequate way to express it.  Such a lack is confusion, not a
private or valid intuition.  As Peirce writes, “we have no
power of intuition, but every cognition is determined
logically by previous cognitions” (Peirce, 1955, p. 230).

Spinoza’s account of intuition is different from both the
traditional accounts found in Aristotle and Kant and the
more recent treatments found in Peirce or Wittgenstein.
Unlike Aristotle and Kant, for whom intuitions occur at
the outset of a philosophical inquiry, Spinoza envisions
intuition as the result of a difficult process of intellectual
refinement.  Intuitions are possible only after having
developed clear and distinct ideas about the formal
structure of the world through the proper use of reason.  A
well-developed reason with clear and distinct ideas can
achieve an intuition, an “adequate knowledge of the
essence of things.”
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In Spinoza’s epistemology it is essential to move from
inadequate and confused ideas through the second level of
knowing constituted by abstract knowledge and clear and
distinct ideas before graduating to the third level of knowing
or intuition.  The difference between the second and third
levels of knowing can be seen in the difference between the
way a child and an adult might solve a simple mathematical
problem.  Presented with a pattern such as     2 : 4 :: 4 : __,
the child will have to think through the relationships among
the numbers to discern the logical structure that will lead to
the missing number.  She will calculate the relationship
between 2 and 4 and recognise that 2 is one-half of 4.  She
will then calculate which number is double 4.  Adults who
look at such a problem no longer need to do such
calculations.  They can see the answer immediately.  This
type of immediate knowledge is akin to what Spinoza means
by intuition.  It is possible only after one has developed the
capacities of reason to see the logical structures of things in
a rational way.

But intuitive knowledge for Spinoza is much more than a
way of solving simple puzzles.  To understand the essence
of something is to understand that thing in its proper
context.  It is to understand its place in the whole of which
it is a part.  A central characteristic of Spinoza’s thought is
that there is only one whole of which everything is a part.
This whole is substance, God, or Nature.  And so everything,
if understood adequately, will eventually come to be
understood as a part of God, or Nature.  But like the child
who must first use reason to work through the logical
structure of math problems before she can solve them
intuitively, we must all use reason to understand the logical
structure of the one reality, God, or Nature before we can
understand the essence of individual things as parts of the
whole.  Therefore, an intuitive understanding of individual
things in the context of God, or Nature is the payoff, the reward
for having worked at seeing the world in a rational, coherent
way.  Such an understanding is not merely intellectual
knowledge.  In Ethics, part V he invokes religious terminology
such as “the intellectual love of God,” “blessedness,”
“salvation” and “glory” to describe the impact of intuitive
understanding.  Intuitions are accompanied by existential
upheaval in the lives of those who achieve them.   In fact,
one who achieves an intuitive understanding of things is
free and those who do not live in bondage.

To get to the level of intuitive knowledge is difficult since we
all begin with confused or inadequate ideas about the world.
Our task as rational beings is to refine our ideas and
understanding of the world.  In order to know something,
one must know its cause.  Just as there are adequate and
inadequate ideas, there are adequate and inadequate causes.
An adequate cause is sufficient in generating an effect and
as such to know that cause is to have an adequate
understanding of its effect.  An inadequate cause is one
that, by itself, cannot generate a particular effect.  As such,
to know that cause is insufficient if one is seeking adequate
knowledge of the effect.

Because everything that exists in Spinoza’s universe is a part
of one substance, God or Nature, the cause-effect relationships
that are responsible for things coming into being and passing
out of being can be thought of as following universal laws of
nature.  These laws govern what happens in and to
substance, God or Nature.  To know these laws and what follows
from them is to know, in part, the laws of God or Nature, or the
laws of reality itself.  Because everything is a part of this one
reality, anything, when understood in the right way, can
reveal to us the way reality is.  That is, as long as what we
know is known with adequate ideas, it will provide some
knowledge of reality, God or Nature.  As Spinoza describes it,
“the more we understand particular things, the more we
understand God” (Spinoza, 1982, p.216).

Of course, some things are more complex than others and
therefore embody a more complex and intricate network
of the laws of God or Nature so that in knowing these we
come to know reality in greater depth and detail.   For
instance to know and understand the human body in all
its complexity will reveal to us more of the laws of God or
Nature than understanding a jellyfish, though understanding
a jellyfish with adequate ideas may also lead one to have a
clear and distinct understanding of God or Nature.  We also
need to remember that the causal sequences that lead to an
individual modality are infinite insofar as they are a part of
and sustained by God or Nature.  We can’t know these causal
sequences in total.  The best we can do is to know a part of
these sequences adequately with clear and distinct ideas.  In
this way, we can come to know the way God or Nature is by
knowing the way individual modes are.  So as we progress
from inadequate ideas to adequate ideas it is not so much
what we know but how we know it that matters most in
Spinoza’s epistemology.  This is what paves the way for
achieving intuition.

The emphasis on having adequate ideas about parts of
causal sequences is critical in applying Spinoza to the art
of parenting.  As any parent knows, we cannot know the
entire unconscious world of children.  The spontaneous
and instinctive responses to the world that characterise the
lives of children makes knowing them with certainty virtually
impossible.  So we need to listen and observe carefully in
order to understand as clearly as possible what drives,
motivates, and frustrates them, not so that we can map out
the entire causal sequence of their behavior, but so we can
have informed ideas about how they respond to the world
and how to guide their responses in a way that is most
healthy for their development into well-adjusted adults.

Unfortunately, it is often the case that what is most familiar
to us is most difficult to know with clear and distinct ideas.
That is, it is often most difficult to gain an adequate
understanding of our own lives, especially our emotional
lives, just as it is difficult for parents to know the lives of
their children with clarity.  While we are drawn into the
surface interests of the ego and of our children’s immediate
concerns, the background influences and causes of
behavior are often overlooked and misunderstood.  As a
result we are often parenting on the basis of inadequate
ideas which can lead to frustration and confrontation.
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Recently my wife and I experienced this frustration as we
were trying to get our two daughters to a birthday party.
They were dressed in shoes and stockings, which made it
seem like a bad idea to walk through the twelve inches of
snow that had fallen a couple of days earlier.  The prospect
of them sitting in a car with wet and cold feet led me to try
to convince them to stay out of the snow.   My concern was
that they would get sick, or that we would have to change
their clothes, which might make us arrive late.  The context
of my understanding was shaped entirely by my adult
perspective.  But the bright, clean, soft snow was beckoning
and despite my plea to stay away, our four-year-old
couldn’t resist.

As she sunk into the snow, I began to come to terms with
the ineffectiveness of my negotiation.  I recognised that the
reasons I gave her to stay out of the snow might have made
sense from an adult’s perspective but they had little meaning
to her.  While I was trying to guide her with practical
concerns, my daughter was guided by childhood wonder.
The snow was alluring to her.  In responding to the allure of
the snow, she was not concerned about the value of dry
shoes and socks or the need to be on time for a birthday
party.  For her, these were incidental concerns, which did
not excite or attract her in the way that fresh snow does.
Once I began to think about the event from her perspective,
my context for understanding her actions shifted.  I
recognised that my adult perspective, in this case, was
inadequate for understanding the situation because it did
not take account of the influences and causes of her behavior.
By shifting from the passive ideas that I brought to the
situation to active ideas generated by reason trying to
understand the situation from a broader context, my
frustration dissipated.  This is not surprising in light of
Spinoza’s insistence that the active use of reason, in any
situation, is always accompanied by positive or pleasurable
emotions.  But like the child who must think through the
logical structures of a simple mathematical problem before
she can answer it intuitively, my response to this situation
was not intuitive.  It required a rational thought process to
overcome the negative emotion.  The goal in applying Spinoza
to the world of parenting is to work through enough of these
situations rationally so that one can eventually avoid the initial
negative emotional impulse and respond with an intuitive
understanding of the essence of the child; that is, by
understanding the full context of her actions.

To gain such an understanding of the elusive dimensions of
our children and ourselves, we might begin by understanding
our place in the whole, in God or Nature.  Spinoza sees
individuals as modes God or Nature.  As such we are not self-
caused.  We are a part of the infinite reality and dependent
on God or Nature or substance for our existence.  The laws of
God or Nature apply to our existence just as they apply to all
other individual modes that constitute reality.  As a result,
there is much of our existence that is not self-generated but
determined by the laws of God or Nature.

This is not surprising when we think of automatic biological
functions of the body such as our heartbeat, the functioning
of our organs, or how tall we grow.  But for Spinoza, it is not

only automatic bodily functions that are subject to these
laws.  In stark contrast to Cartesian dualism, which
maintains a separate and independent ontological status for
the human mind, Spinoza’s monism leads to the conclusion
that all aspects of human nature and human behavior are
subject to the same laws and, therefore, should be studied
and understood in the same way.  Since there is only one
substance, one reality, everything needs to be understood in
accordance with the same laws, including, and especially,
human emotions.  As Spinoza writes in the preface to part
III of The Ethics, “I shall, then, treat of the nature and strength
of the emotions, and the mind’s power over them, by the
same method as I have used in treating of God and the
mind, and I shall consider human actions and appetites just
as if it were an investigation in to lines, planes, or bodies”
(Spinoza, 1982, p.104).  To some, this sounds like a
reductionistic materialism that eliminates all agency and
purpose from human existence.  But as Steven Smith
persuasively argues in Spinoza’s Book of Life, “the fundamental
insight of The Ethics is that freedom and determinism are not
incompatible, but form two ends of a chain that must be
held together” (Smith, 2003, p.81).  And this fundamental
insight is the key to parents experiencing freedom and
fulfillment in family life, which in turn will enable them to
be more effective parents.

The Psychology of Freedom
Spinoza’s monistic and necessary reality has dramatic
consequences for how we are to understand human nature
and how we are to realise our human potential.  One of
those consequences is that free will, which for so many
philosophers is an inalienable birthright of human nature
and intricately tied to our dignity as human beings, turns
out to be an illusion, the fantasy of confused ideas.  The
illusion of free will is based upon a misunderstanding of
our human nature and our place in nature as a whole.  To
believe that we have free will is to know our aspirations,
desires, and choices and to think that they originate with
our individual selves when in reality they are the effects of
a history of causes and effects that have led to who and
what we are at any given moment.  In other words, to
believe that one has free will is to know effects without
knowing their causes.  As long as we move through the
world without an understanding of our emotional lives,
we are deceived into thinking that we freely choose how
we will respond to situations, when in fact our emotions
determine and control our behavior.  Spinoza makes this
point by way of comparison when he writes:

A baby thinks that it freely seeks milk, an angry child
that it freely seeks revenge, and a timid man that he
freely seeks flight.  Again the drunken man believes that
it is from the free decision of the mind that he says what
he later, when sober, wishes he had not said. . . .  So
experience tells us no less clearly than reason that it is on
this account only that men believe themselves to be free,
that they are conscious of their actions and ignorant of
the causes by which they are determined. (Spinoza, 1982
p.106).

To be ignorant of those things that cause us to act as we do
is to be very vulnerable to poor decision making and great
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suffering.  In the absence of a rational understanding of the
causes of our behavior and of our appetites, we do things
without knowing why we do them.  Our emotions and
appetites hold us in bondage.   In The Drama of the Gifted Child,
Alice Miller makes painfully clear the damage that parents
do to their children when they remain unaware of the causes
of their behavior.  This lack of awareness leads to what she
describes as “cycles of contempt.”  Parents, she argues, will
often impose psychological and emotional suffering on their
children because they have yet to come to terms with the
hurt has been inflicted on them by their own parents.  Until
parents come to terms with their emotions by gaining an
awareness of what they are and where they came from,
generational harm will continue cyclically.

Parents who are honest with themselves will recognise that
children are often no more than triggers to their frustration
and anger.  The fickle child who wants to change the clothes
that have been left out for him to go to school will sometimes
be met with a calm, deliberate solution from the parent and
other times with rage.  A child’s idiosyncrasies may trigger a
parent’s anger, but they cannot be the adequate cause as it
is not a consistent response to such behavior.  The child’s
behavior is giving rise to frustration that is a part of the
parent’s emotional life that has yet to be rationally
understood and integrated into the personality.  As a result,
the parent is passive with regard to such emotions and is
held in bondage by them.  In turn, such emotions diminish
the ability to parent well.

This is not unlike a person who is prone to road rage when
a car changes lanes in front of him.  This rage holds him in
bondage and he drives recklessly to cut off the other driver
or at least to get close enough to make a profane gesture
toward him.  But more careful reflection reveals that in
these cases, as in many others, the immediate trigger that
sparks the angry emotion is not the adequate cause of that
emotion.  The immediate event, whether it is being cut off
by another driver or a child refusing to wear a particular
piece of clothing, merely ignites a deeper anger that resides
in the person’s emotional vault.  The anger displayed in an
act of road rage or by the parent that habitually yells at a
child cannot be understood by observing the ostensible
cause, the trigger.  Such anger can only be understood
adequately by tracing the causes back to other significant
events and relationships that have built up a reservoir of
anger over time such that anger becomes one’s
dispositional response in familiar situations.  To have such
a reservoir of emotions without understanding, or trying
to understand, how it came to be is to be in bondage to
those emotions.  Such misunderstanding, and the responses
it generates, contributes to a life of suffering.  In the case of
the parent-child relationship, the suffering is not limited
to the angry parent; it is inflicted on the child.

To many it seems pessimistic to think that we can use
reason to understand human behavior in the same way
that we understand geometry.  The absence of free will
appears to strip human beings of their ability to choose and
to create.  And yet Spinoza sees this as a great advancement
in how we think about ourselves.  In fact, the ultimate purpose

of Spinoza’s epistemology is one of liberation from bondage
and suffering and the empowerment of human beings so
that they can realise their highest potential.  And for Spinoza,
this potential is awesome.  By understanding things correctly
in the proper metaphysical context, especially one’s emotions,
human beings can achieve freedom, the highest contentment
of mind, even blessedness.  For Spinoza, freedom means
“acting and existing solely from the necessity of one’s own
nature” (Spinoza, 1982, p.31).  The difficulty of following
the guidance of Spinoza’s Ethics results from that fact that
most often we are deeply estranged from our own nature.
Hence, freedom is not something we start with as an
inalienable birthright.  It is the result of an arduous process
of intellectual refinement and emotional understanding.
It is something we work toward and achieve.  Or as Steven
Smith writes, “the free individual is someone capable of
acting on and for reason, whose actions are an intelligible
response to an understood situation.  Freedom means the
ability to act rationally, where this means that our activities
are self-determined and not simply that outcome of
unconscious or mechanical patterns or processes” (Smith,
2003, p.200).

But Spinoza’s freedom is more than an ability for rational
self-determination; it is an existential experience.  As
something we experience, it has a dramatic effect on the
way we experience and relate to others.  So while Spinoza’s
deterministic universe eliminates the free will associated
with the ego, it does not eliminate freedom from his
philosophy.  Spinoza’s epistemology is at the service of a
higher freedom that results from understanding the causes
that lead to who we are and what we want.  That is, we are
empowered by understanding our place in the world and
by understanding how the power of God or Nature works
in and through us, a power that is maximised when we act
from the necessity of our own nature.

For Spinoza, power is virtue.  Our primary task and the
function of reason is to maximise our power, to nurture and
develop our conatus, our will for self-realisation.  To pursue
our own interests, the interests of our deepest selves, is the
primary responsibility and the primary virtue for Spinoza.
He writes, “No virtue can be conceived as prior to this one,
namely, the conatus to preserve oneself is the very essence of
the thing” (Spinoza, 1982, p.167).  Pursuing the interests of
our conatus is not the same as pursuing the interests of the
ego.  The conatus of each individual is uniquely informed,
sustained, and shaped by God or Nature.  The power of God or
Nature, as it works in and through each individual,
constitutes the essence of that individual.  That is, we are
most truly our selves, most powerful, when we are attuned
to God or Nature in the ways that most efficiently and
productively appropriate its power into our individual lives.

There are impediments to such appropriation, however.  The
biggest impediment to our conatus is a misunderstanding of
our emotional lives.  We have seen that such
misunderstanding leads us to desire and pursue the interests
of the ego without knowing why.  This is experienced as a
life of bondage and suffering.  On the other hand, when
reason actively tries to understand the causes of emotions,
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we undergo an emotional transformation.  While there are
few of us that have an adequate understanding of our
emotional lives, it does not take much, in Spinoza’s eyes, to
initiate a movement toward freedom, toward overcoming the
bondage of the emotions.  When we react with spontaneous
emotion as the yelling parent or the raging driver does, we
are passive with regard to the emotion.  Reason is passive
and our understanding of the cause of the emotion is so
narrow that we only know how to respond instinctively and
blindly to the perceived cause.   In such cases, reason is
overwhelmed by emotion and has little or no input in our
response.  The emotions dictate the response.  Once reason
becomes active however, and makes the initial step of
trying to understand why one is feeling anger, instead of
merely reacting with anger, one transforms his emotional
landscape.  The power of reason to achieve freedom from
emotional bondage is felt as soon as one uses reason to
better understand the causes of an emotion.  That is, as
soon as I step back and try to understand why my child
ignores my demand that she stay out of the snow or I try
to understand why her defiance sometimes frustrates me
and other times doesn’t, I begin to wrestle free from the
power that misunderstood emotions have over me.  Just
by asking the question, by making reason active, I
transform my relationship to my emotions and to my child.
I carve out some psychological space, some freedom, in
which I am not compelled to act out of anger.  Once I
initiate the process of trying to understand my emotions,
my faculty of reason is active and I am no longer at the
mercy of my emotions and neither is my child.

This process, if pursued consistently with care and vigilance,
will inevitably lead to some difficult truths from the past,
i.e., the circumstances and relationships that have contributed
to the build up of anger.  But it will also reveal that one’s
child is usually not the adequate cause of a parent’s anger.
And in doing so, it will allow the parent to redirect his anger
away from his child.  If a parent has the discipline to pursue
rational understanding consistently, he can cultivate an
intuitive understanding of self and child, through which
negative emotions are overcome.

In arguing for the need for reason to control the emotions,
Spinoza is not suggesting that a person with a well-
cultivated reason doesn’t have emotions or ignores them.
As we know from almost all schools of modern psychology,
to ignore or deny emotions is likely to lead to poor
emotional health.  Instead, Spinoza attributes to reason
the ability to overcome negative emotions by re-associating
or reconnecting them within a deeper or larger context.
He writes, “If we remove an agitation of the mind, or
emotion, from the thought of an external cause and join it
to other thoughts, then love or hatred towards the external
cause, and also vacillations that arise from these emotions,
will be destroyed” (Spinoza, 1982, p. 205).  For Spinoza, an
emotion is an affect of the body accompanied by the idea
of that affect as its cause. Reason has the ability to work
with these ideas and influence or even control the way
emotions affect us.

To help illustrate how this process can work let us think of
it by way of an analogy with the computerised maps we use
to get directions or locate a site.  These maps are easily
brought into lesser or greater focus.  We can zero in on a
specific street address or we can look at the general map of
a country.  If one were to come upon a computerised map
left on the screen by a previous user that was focused only
on a street address, it would not have much significance
for him.  It could be a street in almost any town, city, or
country.  This would be analogous to an emotion that was
so narrowly understood that the person experiencing the
emotion does not understand where it came from or what
it might lead to.  Spinoza argues, however, that we can
remove an agitation of the mind by joining it to other
thoughts.  So returning to our analogy of the computerised
map, we could say that joining an agitation of the mind
with other thoughts is analogous to reducing the focus of
the computerised map so that the specific street address
that is being shown is connected with other streets around
it.  By panning out on the map, we can see what town or
city it is in.  Once we see the street in a larger context, it
takes on greater meaning for us.  Similarly, reason has the
capacity to connect an agitation of the mind, an emotion,
with other thoughts and experiences.  In so doing, the
intensity of the agitation is diminished as we come to
understand it better in a deeper context.

For instance, a person may feel intense anger or hatred toward
Osama bin Laden as a result of losing a loved one in the
attacks of 9/11.  For Spinoza, the emotion of hatred arises
when one has pain accompanied by the idea of the cause of
that pain.  Hatred is a negative emotion and negative
emotions move us toward a state of less perfection.  That is,
they diminish our power for acting.  As long as one attributes
the cause of his pain to bin Laden, he is likely to feel hatred
toward him.  If he is unwilling or unable to get beyond
identifying bin Laden as the sole cause of his pain, he is
likely to be consumed by hatred.  On the other hand, if he
can use reason to make other associations, even in the midst
of sorrow and pain, he can remove the agitation caused by
his loss.  For instance, he may focus on why the loss is so
painful and remember why the person was so important in
his life.  This may lead him to think about the positive
qualities of the person who was killed.  Or it may lead him
to try to understand the deeper causes of terrorism.  As one
gains a more complex understanding of world history and
politics, the intense focus on a single terrorist dissipates.
The active use of reason in trying to understand an emotion
and the situations that generate emotions help us to overcome
the agitations emotions cause.  This is the power reason has
over the emotions.  By actively removing or diminishing
negative emotions, we increase our power and deepen our
conatus, our ability for self-realisation in the reality of God or
Nature.

This power can be extremely useful for parents in the context
of family life.  If a parent became accustomed to using reason
in this way to contextualise and better understand the
actions and motivations of children as well as the agitations
of his own emotional life, he can contribute to a positive
family environment characterised by freedom and
understanding rather than the frustration and suffering that
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coincide with emotional bondage.  The agitations that go
along with the mishaps and frustrations of interacting with
children, who are responding to the world spontaneously
without rational deliberation on their side, become less
contentious, less hostile if the parent can actively understand
the causes and influences on the child’s behavior.  Or when
appropriate, the parent can turn the power of active reason
on himself to better understand his own emotional landscape
thereby diminishing the negative agitations that are so
familiar in family life.  In this way, even in the tight confines
of familial ties, we can begin to move toward an experience
of freedom.

Such freedom and fulfillment will be fleeting, however, if
reason doesn’t remain active and continue to clarify the
context of the lives of children and the history of our own
emotions.  Achieving an adequate understanding of how
our emotional lives have been formed and how they
continue to affect our lives requires that we open some of
our most personal and painful experiences to rational
scrutiny.  On the one hand, Spinoza wants us to study
these experiences in the same way that we would study
physics or mathematics, with a cool, detached rationality.
On the other hand, he recognises that to study one’s personal
life can be far more painful than studying mathematics.
There is a similarity in studying mathematics and emotions
because both forms of inquiry use reason to understand
causal connections and such understanding constitutes the
second level of knowledge for Spinoza.

The second level of knowing is the necessary stepping-off
point to intuition.  From this level of knowing, we have
adequate ideas but have yet to adequately or fully
contextualise them.  For instance, at the second level of
knowledge we may understand the laws of physics or even
the causes of our unconscious anger without understanding
how these phenomena are connected to the reality of God or
Nature.   In reaching the third level of knowledge, the level of
intuition, we come to understand the significance of our
knowledge as a manifestation of the invariable laws or
attributes of God or Nature.  Spinoza sees this as the highest
achievement of the mind and describes it as an intellectual
love of God which results in the highest contentment of
mind or blessedness.  To have an intuition is to see and
understand the significance of the whole by way of finite,
adequate ideas of the part.  This can only occur if one uses
his mind properly at the second level so that, as a matter of
course, the mind learns to see reality as it really is.  That is,
as we become accustomed to looking at the world and
ourselves, especially our emotional lives, with adequate ideas,
we position or train ourselves to see the deeper significance
of our knowledge and our lives in the context of the whole.
We come to have an intimate understanding and
experience of God or Nature, because we are a part of God
or Nature and God or Nature is a part of us.  As we become
more attuned to the reality of God or Nature, our conatus moves
toward a state of perfection in which its essence or power is
fully realised.  To experience the full potential of this power,
which emanates from God or Nature through the individual, is
to experience what Spinoza calls blessedness or freedom
because we are no longer vulnerable to the throes of unknown
and uncontrolled emotions and we no longer cling to the

misguided desires of the ego-self.  Instead of resisting the
laws of nature, which determine our individual lives, we
work with them.  We no longer fight against the desires and
real interests of the conatus, our deepest selves, as we do when
we fail to understand our nature as a part of the laws of God
or Nature.  When we understand ourselves properly as modes
God or Nature, we accept and fortify our true nature, our conatus.

The Psychology of Freedom in the Family
As an experience to be achieved, freedom is not incompatible
with the absence of free will in a determined universe for
Spinoza.  The proper development of reason can lead us to
find our place in the reality of God or Nature and experience the
highest level of human fulfilment possible.  Using reason
properly entails a radical shift in how we understand human
nature from the assumption of free will and free choice of
the ego to deep attunement in the laws of God or Nature.  In
other words, we must understand the context in which our
lives unfold and orient ourselves in that context so that our
unique conatus receives and appropriates the energy of that
context in the most efficient ways possible.  For Spinoza,
this context is reality itself, God or Nature.  But most of us have
work to do to see ourselves in the context of God or Nature,
especially parents who rarely have the time to contemplate
their place in the universe.  Along the way, however, we
might benefit from the psychology of freedom that Spinoza
presents in the Ethics by finding the compatibility of
determinism and freedom in the familiar context of the
family.  With great optimism Spinoza declares that his
“doctrine assists us in our social relations, in that it teaches
us to hate no one, despise no one, ridicule no one, be angry
with no one, envy no one” (Spinoza, 1982, p.100).

By making the family a preliminary context in which we
understand ourselves, not as isolated, freely-choosing ego-
selves, but as parts of a larger whole in which our lives
find deeper meaning, we can begin to experience the
paradox of being free in a deterministic context.  This
paradoxical freedom can be experienced on two different
levels in the family.  First, this freedom can be experienced
by the parent who gives himself over to the larger whole
of the family unit and allows the meaning of his individual
existence to be constituted by and in the dynamics of that
unit.  Second, it is experienced as a parent in relation to his
child.

Just as the laws of God or Nature in Spinoza’s universe
determine each individual mode, the possibilities of each
member of a family unit are shaped by their place in that
unit.  And as with individuals, until the laws that govern
family life are understood in the context of God, or Nature,
they will not manifest or exert their highest power in the
life of the family unit.  As parents devote themselves to
meeting the needs and demands of their children, they realise
that the interests of the ego-self that prevailed before the
responsibility of parenthood are quickly pushed aside.  And
just as so much of the suffering that we experience as modes
of God or Nature stems from misunderstanding ourselves as
free-choosing, independent ego-selves, the frustration that
afflicts many families stems from the reluctance of parents
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to let go of the interests of the ego-self.  As the incessant
demands of children seem to proliferate and deepen, the
routines of adult life are radically transformed.  The day is
no longer scheduled around the interests of the interests and
whims of an individual adult, they are scheduled around
the growing needs and interests of children.  What Spinoza’s
psychology of freedom can teach us, in spite of how it feels,
is that in scheduling our days around the interests of
children, we are doing much more than merely appeasing
their needs and wishes.  In fact, if we understand the larger
contexts of our lives as members of family units, we will
remember that we are scheduling days around the interests
of family and those interests do not focus on the needs and
demands of children exclusively, they also take into
account the needs and interests that go into being a
successful parent.  That is, in thinking of ourselves as a
parent, a member of a unit, determined in large part by the
demands of that unit, we can find freedom only if we
understand ourselves in that role.  If we hold onto the
fantasies of the single life or life before children, we are
sure to feel constrained, in bondage, just as the individual
who does not see himself as a part of God or Nature is held
in bondage by the emotions.  This is a source of great
frustration among parents and in turn, the cause of
antagonistic and unhealthy relationships with children.

To accept one’s role in the larger whole is not to acquiesce in
a life of resignation and resentment.  Just as the individual
conatus draws its power from knowing its place in God or Nature,
the parent can draw positive, life-enhancing energy from
understanding his role in the family unit.  To avoid looking
beyond family life to what might be if only he didn’t have to
care for his children frees one to be energised by the life of
the family.  As we will see presently, such acceptance requires
faith in the capacity of family life to provide the kind of
fulfilment we are after.  But it is not a theological faith in a
divine that is unknown and unseen.  It is simply a faith in
a way of life.  And most parents can draw on their own
experience to foster this faith because most will recognise
that behind the familiar chaos that can frustrate us and sap
our energy, there are moments of joy, of positive energy and
emotion, that cannot be experienced in any other setting.
Spinoza’s psychology of freedom enables us to cultivate these
moments more frequently rather leaving them to chance.
Through a rational understanding of the context of the
family unit and our place in it, we can begin to harness the
positive, latent energy that resides in the family.  More
specifically, since the power of God or Nature that works in
and through each individual mode giving to each the power
his conatus, the way in which we are most closely aligned
to the power of God or Nature is by using that power as the
basis for understanding and interacting with others.  For a
parent to understand the giving that is at the heart of family
life as individual manifestations of the power of God or Nature
is to intuitively cultivate that power through positive
emotions.  Spinoza’s psychology of freedom can help us to
remember the positive energy that is generated through acts
of giving because these acts are so familiar they are often
forgotten.  They are looked upon like the single street on the
map, without context and, hence, without real meaning.

While parents may see this as an optimistic vision, it is not
an unrealistic one.  And granted, Spinoza’s warning at the
end of the Ethics applies here also; “If the road I have pointed
out as leading to this goal seems very difficult, yet it can be
found.  Indeed, what is so rarely discovered is bound to be
hard” (Spinoza, 1982, p.225).  We can only dispute the
feasibility of this power of reason, however, after we have
developed the capacity of rational understanding to the
second level of clear and distinct ideas and beyond to
intuition.  For without having developed such a capacity, we
can’t understand our role or place in the larger unit and
therefore we cannot know our capacity for freedom and joy.
Until we have tried it, we need to take it on faith that it is
possible.

While overcoming emotional bondage requires an adequate
understanding of our emotional lives, it also requires an
adequate understanding of the world around us.  For parents,
this means we need an adequate understanding of the
emotional lives of our children.  This is a daunting task to be
sure, but possible and necessary nonetheless.  Such an
understanding must ultimately occur within the context of
God or Nature because like every other individual mode, that is
where the essence, the deepest meaning of the lives of children
are to be found.  But on the way to such an understanding,
parents can begin this process by understanding the
emotional lives of their children within the context of the
family unit.  For instance, there are predictable emotions
that occur in accordance with the birth order of children.
Why does the oldest treat her younger sibling so meanly?  Is
she just a mean person or does she see her younger sister as
a threat to her place in the family and indeed her place in
the world at large?  If her behavior is in fact a response to
perceiving her younger sister as a threat, our response to
such behavior will be radically different than a blind
emotional response to meanness.  In this case, understanding
the possible effects of birth order on siblings enables us to
respond with more freedom and insight than a misinformed
emotional response grounded in frustration or anger.  We
can engage the older sibling in a dialogue that elicits how
she feels and why she is feeling the way she does.  Once the
child has such an understanding, she too is in a position to
free herself from the bondage of negative emotions.  She is
free to begin addressing her real needs, the needs of her
unique conatus, not only as a member of the family, but also
as a mode of God or Nature.  If she never gets past the negative
emotions that are generated from misunderstanding her place
in the family unit, it won’t be possible for her to understand
her place in the whole and to discover the needs and desires
of her deepest self, her conatus.

Because the family is an intricately bound unit, the
misunderstanding and misappropriation of the energy of
God or Nature for one member affects the energy of the
family as a whole.  Parents have the task of constantly
monitoring the ways in which the different members of
the family understand themselves both in the family unit
and in the larger context of God or Nature.  This monitoring
is constant because the needs of each member, including
those of the parent, are constantly changing.  The younger
the child, the greater the responsibility of the parent to
sustain an environment in which the child feels at home in
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the context of family and in the larger context of God or Nature.
Ideally, as children develop the capacity to think for
themselves, we would teach them to pursue an ever-deeper
understanding of their place in the family and in God or Nature.
In a society which champions the pursuit of individualistic
desires, the pursuit of such an understanding is difficult for
children to appreciate, but necessary if they are to find the
“contentment of mind” or “blessedness” that almost every
parent wants for their children.

The Implicit Faith of a Rationalist
Spinoza’s Ethics presents an optimistic vision of what human
life is capable of achieving.  One the most attractive elements
of Spinoza’s Ethics is the conviction that through the proper
development and use of reason, human beings are capable
of much more than we know.  The power of reason to
understand and control the emotions leads to such a high
level of human fulfillment Spinoza finds himself reverting
back to religious language to describe it.  The cultivation of
reason to the level of intuition leads us to experience what
Spinoza describes as:

our salvation or blessedness or freedom. . .the constant
and eternal love towards God. . . . This love or
blessedness is called glory in the Holy Scriptures, and
rightly so.  For whether this love be related to God or to
the mind, it can properly be called spiritual contentment,
which in reality cannot be distinguished from glory.
(Spinoza, 1982, p.221)

For parents faced with the responsibility of meeting the needs
and demands of children, such a vision seems like a far off
fantasy.  Appropriately, Spinoza cautions his readers that to
achieve such spiritual contentment or glory is extremely
difficult.  Unless one is wholly committed to achieving
Spinoza’s vision, he is doomed to fall short.  Such
commitment requires strong secular faith in three areas.
First, one must have faith in the capacity of reason to know
the world intuitively and be wholly committed to
developing that capacity.  Second, one must believe that
something like the reality of God or Nature underlies
everyday life and can provide a more meaningful context
to understand one’s life than that which is immediately
apparent to the perceptions of everyday life.  And finally,
one must believe that the outcome will be worth the effort,
that real spiritual contentment is possible.  So in radically
transforming our understanding of human nature by
situating us in reality as modes of God or Nature, Spinoza
also transforms the notion of faith that is required to
achieve spiritual contentment, even though he does not
see faith as a necessary part of his deterministic universe.

Where does one begin this process?  What if the faith we
are suggesting is not obvious or seems absent in a person’s
life?  Such an absence is not uncommon in the midst of the
pressures that parents wrestle with on a daily basis.  I
write “seems absent” because The Visible and The Invisible,
Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s groundbreaking phenomenology,
reveals that we all rely on perceptual faith all the time in
order to make our way in the world.  Merleau-Ponty argues
that in its search for objective truth, science depends on a
naïve faith in the meaning of the world.  There is a powerful

tendency in the pursuit of rational certainty about the world
to ignore, suppress, or look beyond the background context
in which the object we are focusing on is meaningful.  As
Merleau-Ponty points out, the road that we observe as closer
to us is not a truer perception than the road at a distance.
The road closer and farther away forms a meaningful system
of perceptual experience.  To focus on one aspect of the road
while ignoring another is to engage in a rationalistic reduction
that can only know things in a derivative way.  Our primary
access to the world, the perspective in which meaning is
grounded for us, is a pre-rational understanding that is
achieved by perceptual faith.  Without this primal and
meaningful orientation toward the world, reason would have
nothing to think about and understand with clear and
distinct ideas.

I am suggesting that the faith required in order to undertake
the arduous journey presented in Spinoza’s Ethics, a journey
that moves from the level of inadequate ideas, through the
second level of adequate ideas, and finally on to an intuitive
understanding of the world, can be strongly encouraged by
first becoming aware of the perceptual faith that we all have
and rely on in our everyday lives.   By acknowledging the
meaningfulness of our pre-rational orientation toward the
world, of the world experienced through perceptual faith, we
can see the latent potential for deeper spiritual meaning if
we were to achieve an intuitive understanding of the world.
As we work through a rational understanding of this primal
mode of experience, we come to know intuitively what we
rely on unconsciously in perceptual faith.  That is, our
experience of the world as understood by way of perceptual
faith takes on deep meaning when made explicit in reason
and then understood more deeply and more completely by
intuition.

Perceptual faith is critically important if parents are to be
encouraged to cultivate reason on the way toward intuition
and spiritual contentment.  In caring for children and
working at making sense of the world for and with them,
parents are confronted with the challenge of making sense
of a pre-rational order.  For many parents, the lack of order
and the lack of reason that are endemic to the lives of
children are often seen as nothing but mere chaos.  As
such, relationships with children can be the source of great
frustration.  But when we recognise that the pre-rational
domain of experience is the very basis of meaning in the
world, and that reason is wholly dependent on this domain
for what it thinks about, we realise that it is not mere chaos.
In fact, it is in and though the pre-rational domain of
experience that we must come to know the world.  The
perceptual faith that we use to navigate this domain can
serve as the basis for a more developed secular faith in the
meaningfulness of reality, our capacity to know this reality,
and the spiritual contentment and freedom that coincide
with intuitively knowing this reality.  In times of confusion
and chaos, an awareness and appreciation of our ever-
present perceptual faith can be a beacon of hope.  And it is
this primal sense of faith that Spinoza’s rationalist project
needs if we are to endure the journey from confused ideas
to the spiritual contentment, freedom, and glory that an
intuitive understanding of the world and of ourselves
brings.
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